
IDZ CCR
NEIGHBORHOOD DEVELOPMENT - BREAKOUT



Focus

 Medium Density or Intensity within exiting neighborhoods

 Assumes a comprehensive overhaul of zoning city-wide is being 

undertaken through larger processes (Comprehensive Plan)

 Improvements for the next 1-5 years while comprehensive changes 

are made

 Promote better communication between Applicant, Neighborhood, 

Staff and Commission.



Point to Consider #1
Overhaul the Application

 Include as much necessary information to help zoning staff, commissioners and 
neighbors make an informed decision.

 Provide a more robust guideline than exists for Staff to recommend approval or 
denial based on how the project fits within the context.

 Not unduly hinder infill development, but recognize that requesting a change in 
zoning should come with some responsibility to demonstrate the 
appropriateness of the project

 Different projects have different levels of “intensity” and may require more information.  
Those more intense projects are typically initiated by more experienced developers 
with more resources to provide more context support (preliminary elevations, block 
face studies, block massing) at this early stage of development.

 A supplement to the application should include examples of a “quality” application, a 
“poor” application as well as an illustrative glossary of housing types (what is a 
townhouse, apartment, condo, duplex, patio home, etc)

 Denver Infill Application has some components which may be useful to discuss, See 
Exhibit 1.  
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Point to Consider #2
More Specific Zoning Classification

 We would like this group to consider the creation of one or more 

new zoning classification, specifically for Medium Density Infill.  See 

Exhibit 2 for an example of a varied zoning classification that could 
be a framework. 

 As the intensity increases, the applicant has a larger burden to show 

context

 Less intense projects can move through with lower hurdles

 The “IDZ” term has developed a negative connotation and 

combined with its prolific use in a wide spectrum of cases, we feel it 

should be more limited in its scope.  Perhaps sites over .5 acre (not 
sure on this?)
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Point to Consider #3
Examine the NCD Process

 What is the process for creating, maintaining, implementing and 

enforcing the NCD?  It seems difficult for staff to become experts on 

each individual NCD, how can the neighborhoods be more 
involved in this enforcement if they choose?  Some weaknesses of 

the current system:

 Items slip by staff, due to complex/inflexible statute

 Limited flexibility with neighborhood to discuss tradeoffs

 Static, may not address changes appropriately

 How is the neighborhood informed?


